Signal generation in a non-EU country.
One of the most important objects of post-marketing surveillance is the early detection of serious, unknown and unexpected adverse events. As spontaneous reported adverse events vary considerably in their signal-generating value the Swiss Drug Monitoring Center SANZ implemented an early signal detection system in 1991. With a set of screening criteria the individual case reports are automatically checked by the system and read into a signal file. Subsequently these potential signals are processed to quantify the signal generating value of the particular case. According to the screening criteria 2072 (53%) of the reported cases were considered as potential signals. After validating and quantifying their signal value 27% (565) were drug-related and unlabelled, 8% (173) were also rated as serious. On the basis of these cases 114 labelling changes were made. Some of the most interesting cases are discussed. This computer-assisted early signal generation model in a small country with 7 million inhabitants has a high detectability of new, rare, serious and quality of life affecting adverse drug reactions (ADRs). These newly detected ADRs must be interpreted in cognizance of the limitations and restrictions of spontaneous reporting and do not allow pharmacoepidemiologic conclusions.